
 Ethno-Religious Segregation
 in Post-Conflict Belfast

 BRENDAN MURTAGH

 The last 15 years have seen ethno-religious segregation in Belfast stabilize as
 mixed residential neighbourhoods have expanded on the back of peace and political
 stability. However, the recession has exposed some of the fragility of these changes
 and in particular the overreliance on property-led growth and the housing market
 to achieve lasting forms of desegregation. This paper examines the nature of socio
 cultural spatial change and in particular how uneven urban restructuring has
 privileged the south of the city at the expense of the inner east, north and west. The
 paper concludes by highlighting the implications for honsing policy and planning
 skills both regionally and nationally.

 Ethno-religious residential segregation has
 been one of the most enduring features of
 Northern Ireland's long history of conflict. In
 nearly three decades of The Troubles (1969
 1996) the rate of residential segregation
 between Protestants and Catholics accelerated

 to its highest level, but between 1991 and 2001
 it largely stabilized (Shuttleworth and Lloyd,
 2009). Areas of ethno-religious mixed housing
 had expanded but these were concentrated
 in middle-class neighbourhoods, especially
 to the south of the city. Deindustrialization,
 the rise of the service economy, fair employ
 ment legislation and increasing public sector
 jobs helped to expand the middle class both
 socially and spatially. Gating and gentri
 fication accelerated a particular form of dis
 affiliation as the emergent consumption class
 re-colonized apartment developments in the
 city centre and in a re-branded waterfront.
 In reality, Belfast has caught up with the
 neoliberalization of urban space familiar
 in other late capitalist cities but in more
 selective and potentially unstable ways. As
 mixing increased in the south of the city,
 segregation and periods of inter-communal
 violence intensified in the north and west

 where the 'new' economy and the highly
 skilled jobs it demanded, left little imprint.
 These neighbourhoods have become more
 deprived and disconnected from a spatial
 economy being re-shaped well away from
 risky areas. Moreover, interfaces or the
 physical structures, often termed as 'peace
 lines', which separate Protestant and Catholic
 neighbourhoods have been strengthened to
 the point where there are now eighty-eight
 in the city, mainly in north and west Belfast
 (McAlister, 2010).

 This paper suggests that simultaneous pro
 cesses of segregation and mixing have accom
 panied urban change and that the theoretical
 and empirical understanding of contested
 cities cannot rely solely on the study of socio
 ethnic differences and how they are spatially
 expressed. Here, a deeper appreciation of the
 interplay between ethnic segregation, gentri
 fication and class restructuring is needed to
 understand urban strategies of dispersal and
 disaffiliation. Even in cities such as Belfast,
 where ethno-religious violence has intensi
 fied, decades of territoriality, global and
 national economic change have an impact
 on spatial restructuring and relative rates of
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 mixing and concentration. The next section
 sets the analysis in a short historic context
 by looking in particular at the pattern of
 ethno-religious segregation across time and
 place. It shows that decades of territoriality
 are not being dismantled but they are
 restructuring. Arbaci (2007), Yiftachel (2009)
 and Hanlon (2010) separately show how
 processes of desegregation and assimilation
 are conditioned by global economic shifts
 filtered through housing and labour markets,
 planning and land supply and different
 forms of welfare provision. In the 15 years
 after the Northern Ireland ceasefires these

 processes work more freely to separate out
 the privileged spaces from the residualized
 and the paper uses multivariate analysis
 to describe these patterns across the city.
 Within this context, survey data and a brief
 analysis of children's perceptions of their
 neighbourhood enable a more nuanced under
 standing of urban restructuring and how this
 impacts differentially on segregated and inte
 grated neighbourhoods. The paper concludes
 by emphasizing the instabilities of these pro
 cesses as a severe property recession reveals
 the hollowness of the post-conflict neo
 liberal order, reflected in the rise of dissident

 paramilitarism, residential segregation and
 resource competition.

 Segregation and Mixing

 Boal (2002) maintains that the Northern
 Ireland conflict stems from variant national

 ideological versions of the constitutional
 future of the region. These are not pure
 'ethnic' differences but they are characterized
 by binary religious politico-cultural histories
 and claims. For Boal there are two primary
 ethno-religious blocs: one Unionist, Loyalist
 and Protestant intent on maintenance of

 the union with Britain; and the other, a
 Nationalist, Republican and Catholic identity
 demanding re-unification with the rest of
 Ireland. The establishment of the Northern
 Ireland state in 1921 had inbuilt instabilities

 reflected in episodes of Republican violence

 that culminated in the outbreak of 'The

 Troubles' in 1969 (Aughey, 2005). Boal (2002)
 has described a segregation ratchet whereby
 the rate of segregation increased rapidly
 at times of violence but rarely returned
 to its pre-conflict levels. 'Rampant ethno
 nationalism' characterized the 1970s and

 1980s, as Protestants and Catholics scattered
 to their respective heartlands, secured and
 policed by new physical 'peace lines' especial
 ly in the inner city.
 Segregation thus rose steadily between

 1971 and 1991 but stabilized in the last

 inter-census period. Shuttleworth and Lloyd
 (2009) showed this was both tenure and
 place specific as the areas that experienced
 the greatest level of stability and integration
 tended to be high value, home owning neigh
 bourhoods to the south of the city, while
 social housing estates in the north and west
 became poorer and more divided. However,
 the explanation of segregation as a largely
 internal response to identity difference and
 violence no longer holds true in the uncertain
 process of post-conflict transition. The global
 import of capital, culture and technology,
 of course, impacts on how places change
 and to some extent risk and uncertainty in
 sulated Northern Ireland from what Peck and

 Tickell (2002, p. 381) term the 'viral effects'
 of neoliberalism. However, peace, a com
 paratively well educated labour force and a
 determination to re-engage the new world
 order saw the city re-formed with twin pro
 cesses of mixing and segregation reflecting
 very different social and economic currents.
 Belfast represents an extreme form of
 violently expressed ethno-religious competi
 tion but the analysis serves to show that even
 here economic, social and tenure restructur
 ing have an effect, partial and insecure as
 this might be. Strategies for urban mixing
 and dispersal that rely on these selective
 processes are themselves susceptible to the
 vagaries of the market and all its apparent
 risks and uncertainties. The case study
 demonstrates that more far reaching policies
 are required to extend ethnic mixing beyond
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 elite sites and social groups, especially if an
 end to conflict is to have value in the most

 divided and excluded neighbourhoods.

 The Post-Peace Spatial Economy

 The financial crises and their global impact
 revealed the extent and intensity of neo
 liberalism across developed and developing
 countries (Peck et al, 2010). Peck and Tickell
 (2002) described its essential characteristics as:
 the promotion of growth first strategies; the
 naturalization of market logics; deregulation;
 a withdrawal from welfare; and a preference
 for privatization. Moreover, it is 'rolled out'
 in a standardized way and is often indifferent
 to welfare regimes or financial regulation
 imposed by sovereign governments. Critics
 argue that this analysis is too simplistic
 and the current crisis renders neoliberalism

 largely redundant as a theoretical or political
 construct (Clark, 2008). For Peck et al. (2010)
 however, neoliberalism is simply adjusting,
 a 'crises driven makeover' but is essentially
 capable of reforming with its rationale
 and modes of working left largely intact.
 Moreover, Castree (2009) argues that it has
 always been path-dependent and conditioned
 by the institutional, cultural and regulatory
 frameworks in each particular context. It
 is, in Brenner and Theodore's (2002, p. 349)
 terms, 'actually existing neoliberalism' and
 in post-conflict Northern Ireland, urban re
 naissance, elite commercial projects and (over)
 speculation in the housing market were im
 portant signifiers of normalcy and progress.

 Arguably, neoliberalism stimulated an un
 precedented economic boom in which labour
 and housing market restructuring, new forms
 of mixing in traditionally safe and middle
 class neighbourhoods and even gentrifica
 tion reflected a city keen to abandon the fealty
 of past conflicts. Atkinson (2006, p. 820) high
 lighted the way in which housing markets
 facilitate a preference for social homogeneity
 in 'havens' of middle-class mixing. He identi
 fied a process of self-imposed disaffiliation
 as higher status groups insulate and then

 incarcerate themselves behind gated com
 munities, security buffers and CCTV systems.
 When they do move they operate in discrete
 'urban bubbles' linking separate housing
 space, elite developments and consumption
 sites in which they rarely encounter deviant
 places or people (Atkinson and Flint, 2004).
 In Belfast, as will be shown later, these bubbles

 are tightly defined in the south of the city and
 have been reinforced by the presence of the
 main university, the graduate economy and
 the impact of student districts on the housing
 market. Chatterton (2010) showed how
 knowledge based growth and gentrification
 are by-products of expanding student
 precincts and this growth trajectory is also
 encouraged by state policy aimed at making
 cities more competitive, culturally enriched
 and entrepreneurial (Lees, 2009).

 For a city whose recent imagery has been
 built on violence, peace lines and fear the
 formation of low risk, glitzy and speculator
 investment sites has been a vital strategy
 in place marketing. One strategy has been
 to divide Belfast into urban 'quarters' with
 the aim of creating neutral images of the
 past and in order to construct new sites for
 tourists, investors and moneyed residents.
 Many of these evoke the city's prudent in
 dustrial history with the Titanic Quarter and
 the Linen Quarter joining the Cathedral
 Quarter and the University Quarter to create
 connected, if at times unauthentic, zones of
 navigable and safe places. Here ethnicity and
 race are urban assets; a resource to be corn
 modified rather than a problem to be treated
 (Boland, 2007).

 Arbaci (2007) argues that we need to
 analyse these process globally via a deeper
 understanding of welfare, housing tenure
 and planning systems and how they work
 together to produce different forms of ethno
 spatial sorting at the national and municipal
 level. Dispersal and desegregation result
 from and respond to a combination of dif
 ferent processes including social mobility,
 tenure allocation, gentrification and levels
 of enterprise. Using data from sixteen Euro
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 pean countries she draws a primary dis
 tinction between social democratic models

 keeping faith with redistributive welfare,
 and liberal regimes that have embraced
 market economics and privatization. In the
 former, socio-spatial diversity is strengthened
 because there are still: large stocks of public
 land; a strong planning culture capable of
 negotiating with developers; mixed profit
 regimes; and tenure subsidies that do not
 favour private over collective housing:

 A less speculative or mixed approach in the
 land supply and a larger provision of public
 ownership (direct and indirect) is a structural
 condition of a unitary housing system, which
 accounts for socio-tenure mix, thus for reduced
 levels of social segregation among both native
 and foreign social groups. (Arbaci, 2007, p. 425)

 However, these processes are not self
 contained and nor are they stable but work
 to create more variegated land-use patterns
 that simultaneously produce mixing and
 segregation:

 On the one hand, there is a public space process
 which is about bringing people together, and
 which therefore orders space in such a way as
 to optimise the reach of spaces and so maximise
 movement and co-presence... On the other hand,
 there is a residential space process, which uses
 space to restrain and structure movement in
 the image of a residential culture of some kind,
 seeking perhaps to structure relations between
 inhabitants and strangers, men and women, and
 so on. (Hillier and Vaughan, 2007, pp. 119-220)

 Hillier and Vaughan (2007) point out that
 this becomes problematic when 'raw con
 frontation' between cultural identities creates

 urban pathologies characterized by fear,
 deviance and suspicion of other identities.
 These relations can also be gendered, age
 dependent and temporal as parts of the city
 become off-limits to minorities, especially
 where they appear threatening or dangerous.
 Thus, Evans (2010) pointed out how rational
 choice behaviours in the city are increasingly
 disrupted by new forms of disconnectedness,
 which further marginalize vulnerable ethnic
 groups in particular. The city is physically
 and socially constructed with urban splinter

 ing regulating and denying access especially
 for those individuals without the resources,

 skills or mobility to benefit from growing
 parts of the spatial economy.

 Data Analysis:
 Segregation and Change in Belfast

 This process of 'splintering' is evident in the
 changing levels of ethno-spatial segregation
 in Belfast and especially in how they inter
 sect with class and tenure. For example, Shut
 tleworth and Lloyd (2009) showed that the
 Dissimilarity Index for Northern Ireland
 rose from 0.56 in 1971 to 0.66 in 1991 but

 only to 0.67 by 2001. Their analysis of the
 Index (with 1.0 being total segregation and
 0.0 indicating complete integration) on public
 sector (Housing Executive) estates in Belfast
 recorded a figure of 0.90, which had changed
 comparatively little in the previous 10 years
 (Shuttleworth and Lloyd, 2007). Similarly, the
 government's review of poverty in Northern
 Ireland showed that of the households in the

 bottom and second quintile of low income, 81
 per cent were living in public sector housing
 in 2005-2006, an increase from 73 per cent in
 2002-2003 (DSD, 2007).

 However, the processes of change are less
 well understood, especially where they seek
 to understand the dynamics of dispersal and
 desegregation through a deeper excavation
 of economic changes and how they are
 spatialized. This section therefore uses a
 range of data to examine the nature of ethno
 religious change in the greater Belfast area.
 The first part draws on multivariate analysis
 to explore the distinction between this part
 of the city and the rest of the metropolitan
 area. This largely statistical description is
 then complemented by a range of survey
 based projects that evaluate tenure and com
 positional change reflecting demographic
 churning and housing market restructuring.
 Finally, more ethnographic techniques are
 used to provide no more than a synopsis of
 how children read and cognitively engage
 with different types of places. The argument
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 is that Belfast is far from a pure ethno
 religious segregated city and that cleavages
 centred on jobs and class determine the social
 construction of more differentiated spaces.

 Place Restructuring and South Belfast

 In order to present a more geometrical under
 standing of these socio-spatial processes
 Factor Analysis is used to plot the spatial dis
 tribution of mixed religion wards in the
 Belfast Metropolitan Area (BMA) drawing
 data from the 2001 Census of Population and
 the Multiple Deprivation Measure. (Table
 3, below, summarizes the variables used in
 the analysis including five domains from
 the Northern Ireland Multiple Derivation
 Measure (MDM) (NISRA, 2010).) The MDM
 is a synthetic index of ward based depri
 vation across Northern Ireland, with 1 being
 the most disadvantaged and 582 being the
 least disadvantaged electoral ward. Clearly
 the areal unit of measurement is method

 ologically problematic, not least as the ward
 can contain internal concentrations of religion
 that are masked at a higher spatial grain.

 suggested that in highly ethnicized cities com
 munities can reach a tipping point at which
 the minority will exit, leaving the majority
 to saturate a neighbourhood. The minority
 needs to be at least 30 per cent to survive
 and applying this benchmark to the BMA,
 the 171 electoral wards can be grouped into:
 Catholic >70 per cent; Protestant >70 per
 cent; and Mixed where Catholic <70 per cent
 - Protestant <70 per cent. Table 1 shows that
 77 per cent of wards are segregated and 23
 per cent mixed with Protestant segregated
 wards nearly twice as prevalent as Catholic
 wards. Catholic segregated wards tend to be
 concentrated in inner-north and west Belfast,

 but it is the mixed category that we are most
 concerned with in this analysis.

 Mixed wards were filtered out and sub

 jected to Principal Component Analysis
 based on eighteen variables. The variables
 were selected to reflect a range of socio
 economic and demographic conditions. Table
 2 shows that three factors explain 81.78 per
 cent of the variance in the data and each one

 describes a different type of mixed housing
 environment in Northern Ireland. Factor

 Table 1. Ward distribution in the BMA by community background.

 Catholic  Mixed  Protestant  Total

 Total wards in category  20  39  112  171

 Percentage of wards in category  12  23  65  100

 Percentage of pop RC or P  32  63  95

 Total people in BMA  207,639  408,626  646,550

 Source: Author's calculations based on data from the Census of Population 2001.

 However, in their analysis over time and
 geography, Shuttleworth and Lloyd (2009)
 found ward level reporting sufficiently stable
 to identify valid variations in segregation
 levels across Northern Ireland.

 Community Background is a 2001 Census
 variable that asks the religion in which the
 respondent was brought up, providing a
 stronger reading of ethno-religious identity
 than the pure religion count. Boal (2002)

 1 explains most of the variance (45.52 per
 cent) and this broadly reflects mixing in
 rural areas and smaller settlements outside

 Belfast. Factor 3 accounts for 9.04 per cent
 of the variance, has a weaker structure and
 tends to be concentrated on new, low-cost
 suburban housing in larger towns. Factor 2
 explains 27.19 per cent of data variance and is
 the most spatially concentrated, reflecting the
 expansion of middle-class neighbourhoods,
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 Table 2. Total variance explained in factor extraction.

 Var Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings
 Total  % of Variance Cumulative %  Total  % of Variance  Cumulative %

 1  8.193  45.518  45.518  8.193  45.518  45.518

 2  4.894  27.189  72.707  4.894  27.189  72.707

 3  1.633  9.074  81.781  1.633  9.074  81.781

 4  0.803  4.459  86.241

 5  0.586  3.254  89.495

 6  0.537  2.983  92.478

 7  0.346  1.922  94.400

 8  0.264  1.469  95.869

 9  0.225  1.248  97.117

 10  0.129  0.717  97.834

 11  0.117  0.650  98.483

 12  0.100  0.555  99.038

 13  0.056  0.312  99.350

 14  0.042  0.235  99.585

 15  0.032  0.178  99.763

 16  0.024  0.135  99.899

 17  0.018  0.101  100.000

 18  1.296E-7  7.198E-7  100.000

 Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

 Source: Author's calculations based on data from the Census of Population 2001.

 especially in the Belfast Metropolitan Area.
 The structure of the three components

 is explained in greater detail in table 3.
 Arbaci (2007) made the point in her study
 that there is not a simple trade-off between
 desegregated, prosperous neighbourhoods
 and polarized residual concentrations of
 welfare housing. Similarly, in Belfast high
 levels of mixing cut across tenures and
 income groups and have a negative corre
 lation with the deprivation variables in
 factor 1. These areas tend to be characterized

 by a concentration of the private rented
 sector, low rates of home ownership, older
 people and family break up, evidenced
 in the coefficient for lone parent families.
 Lloyd (2010, p. 1193) made the point that
 across Northern Ireland there are regions
 where there are 'neighbouring areas with
 large proportions of people from the same
 community background but with variable
 unemployment levels, while in other areas
 the first case holds true but unemployment

 levels are consistently low'. It is clearly not
 the case that segregation safely determines
 or is determined by levels of deprivation and
 there are neighbourhoods, especially with
 concentrations of newly built starter homes,
 where a degree of mixing survives (Shirlow
 and Murtagh, 2006). As noted earlier, factor
 3 reflects newer, low-income neighbourhoods
 with decent environment, that still experience
 deprivation but not with the same intensity
 as factor 1.

 In this analysis factor 2 is more socially
 and spatially significant. The correlation co
 efficients are high on social class and owner
 occupation and low on deprivation and
 family break up. The spatial distribution
 of the factor is described in figure 1 which
 shows that two clusters can be identified in

 outer north Belfast in a traditionally wealthy
 suburban neighbourhood and in a wedge
 running from the Central Business District
 (CBD) to the suburban southern fringe of the
 city, facilitated by successive breaches of the
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 Table 3. Component Matrix by factor.*

 Variables

 1
 Component

 2  3

 Deprivation Income Rank  -0.565  0.758  -0.106

 Deprivation Employment Rank  -0.406  0.769  -0.193

 Deprivation Health Rank  -0.560  0.704  -0.155

 Deprivation Environment Rank  -0.551  0.209  0.485

 Deprivation Crime Rank  -0.701  0.142  0.453

 Social class SCAB %  0.321  0.819  -0.326

 Social class SCC1 %  0.526  0.794  -0.172

 Social class SCC2 %  0.355  0.293  0.771

 Social class SCD %  0.934  0.097  0.210

 Social class SCE %  0.880  0.077  0.051

 Age under 18%  0.466  0.593  0.501

 Age 18-65 %  0.593  0.706  0.016

 Age over 65 %  0.592  0.580  -0.158

 Household separated %  0.931  0.157  0.132

 Household divorce %  0.914  0.201  -0.029

 Household lone parent %  0.701  -0.442  0.059

 Owner Occupied %  -0.817  0.399  0.150

 Private rented %  0.817  -0.399  -0.150

 Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

 Note: * 3 components extracted.
 Source: Author's calculations based on data from the Census of Population 2001.

 Figure 1. Spatial distribution of Factor 2 in greater
 Belfast. (Source: Author's calculations based on data
 from the Census of Population 2001)

 greenbelt in the late 1980s and early 1990s.

 New Spaces, New Processes

 The process of class realignment can be
 traced to the early 1970s as the British state
 sought to contain violence and a legitimation
 crisis in which Catholic grievances about dis
 crimination and civil rights prompted a series
 of reforms. These included fair employment
 legislation, the expansion of public sector jobs
 and massive investment in social housing.
 The impact of these changes was accelerated
 by de-industrialization that negatively affect
 ed traditional Protestant labour markets at

 the same time as the service sector attracted

 Catholic graduates now guaranteed access
 to third level education. The Catholic
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 middle class had purchase in the housing
 market and were increasingly attracted to
 the mixed and safe neighbourhoods to the
 south of the city. As the knowledge economy
 accelerated, housing and labour sub-markets
 re-defined this area as a distinctive socio

 cultural space. Thus, the labour market
 became tighter as disadvantaged areas were
 economically marginalized and as higher
 status commuters enjoyed greater mobility
 in the metropolitan area (Shuttleworth
 and Gould, 2010). Here, O'Hearn (2008)
 showed that the post-conflict economy left
 disadvantaged areas largely untouched as
 inward investment, government assisted
 projects and employment were concentrated
 in more prosperous sites. He pointed out
 that of the seven inward investments in west

 Belfast since 1997 only one remained by 2007,
 employing just twenty-seven people.

 Researchers from the Queen's University's
 Contested Cities and Urban Universities project
 undertook a review of the large number of
 new apartment developments that clustered
 in the city centre and especially to the south
 of the CBD (QUB, 2008). Table 4 shows the
 distinctive features of the population living in
 these developments and in general, they tend
 to be professional, well educated but mobile.
 Most have come from outside Northern

 Ireland (53 per cent), live in private renting
 (70 per cent) and intend to move away in the
 near future (62 per cent). Importantly, 62 per
 cent of the respondents are living in a mixed
 religion apartment block although as Raman

 (2010) argued high-density housing layouts
 actually reduced the prospects for chance
 encounters between residents. They may
 appear mixed but this does not necessarily
 mean that people interact in any meaningful
 way

 Rousseau (2009, p. 770) makes the point
 that medium sized, northern European, de
 industrialized or what he terms 'loser towns'

 mimic the behaviours of more developed
 global cities in order to compete. They
 lack the capitalization and service base to
 maintain transformative, full-on neoliberal
 urban strategies and the problem for Belfast
 and places like it is that the transience of
 these processes undermines this very model
 of development. In 2007-2008 the average
 price of an apartment in Northern Ireland
 was £218,000 but by 2009-2010 it had fallen
 by 42 per cent to £127,000 as renters went
 elsewhere and investors struggled to keep
 up with repayments (DSD, 2010, table 5).
 In the last decade, mortgage repossessions
 simultaneously increased by 104 per cent,
 from 1,792 in 1999-2000 to 3,657 in 2009-2010
 (DSD, 2010, table 6A).

 Survey work in the south Belfast housing
 market also shows that a new, young, grad
 uate, professional and disproportionately
 Catholic population has increasingly dis
 placed an established working-class commun
 ity in the mid-city area (Murtagh and Car
 michael, 2008). This was aided by property
 speculation, private renting and new con
 sumption and employment sites. The data

 Table 4. Occupants of city centre apartment blocks in Belfast.

 Variable  Percentage

 Third level qualification  79%

 Employed  83%

 Employed in a professional job  46%
 Born outside Northern Ireland  53%

 Living in property for less than one year  64%

 Intend to move away in the next five years  62%

 Private renting  70%

 Living in a mixed area  62%

 Source: Based on QUB (2008); sample size = 224.
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 showed that 8 per cent of Protestants lived
 in the mid-south area for less than a year
 compared with 16 per cent for Catholics.
 In Northern Ireland as a whole 5 per cent
 of households earn more than £40,000

 per annum compared with 22 per cent of
 Catholic households in the mid-south with

 the figure for Protestants the same as the
 regional total (5 per cent). Moreover, 38 per
 cent of Catholic household heads are under

 35 years old compared with just 16 per cent
 for Protestants but the survey indicated that
 the mid-south population are more likely to
 hold multiple identities and to have friends
 and relatives from the other religion. Overall,
 52 per cent of people stated that their friends
 are drawn from both religions and this is
 shared by Protestants (49 per cent) and
 Catholics (47 per cent) living in the area. The
 Northern Ireland figure is 35 per cent overall,
 30 per cent for Protestants and 38 per cent
 for Catholics (QUB, 2010). This suggests that
 labour market expansion, especially in high
 value sectors has registered in the housing
 market, at least in middle-class areas. While
 it has resulted in a degree of mixing, reliance
 on the housing market as a driver of dispersal
 is ultimately fragile and uncertain. What it
 has produced and left intact are islands of
 privilege where experiences of place are
 formed very differently from those in poorer
 and segregated areas left largely untouched
 by post-conflict transition. This is especially
 evident in the attitudes and behaviours of
 children in different ethno-social territories.

 Children in South Belfast

 Here, the analysis examines the environ
 mental advantages that the children of south
 Belfast derive from their neighbourhood,
 especially when contrasted with the experi
 ences of children in interface communities.

 This part of the research is based on a survey
 of eighty-eight, 11 year old pupils in four
 schools; with two based in the centre of
 the south Belfast cluster identified in figure
 1 and two on either side of the east Belfast

 interface. School A draws its catchment from

 a working-class Protestant area that experi
 ences high rates of deprivation and is on the
 other side of the peace line from school B,
 which is located in a Catholic enclave that

 also scores high on the Multiple Deprivation
 Measure. School C is in the centre of south
 Belfast and has a Catholic enrolment and

 school D is also in the factor 2 cluster, and
 is near the university precinct but has
 predominantly Protestant pupils.

 Mental mapping, especially to determine
 children's territorial behaviour, has been
 extensively used in geography and social
 profiling (Kintrea et al., 2008; Freeman and
 Vass, 2010). The exercise conducted in the
 four schools followed a methodology designed
 by CRCPD (2008), which used mapping tech
 niques to determine children's use and under
 standing of the built environment. Mapping
 techniques are described thus:

 Cognitive maps are mental representations
 which we construct about the world around us

 ... composites created from the continual flow of
 information we receive ... built up over time and
 from our experiences. (Halseth and Doddridge,
 2000, p. 567).

 The interpretation of the images drew on
 analysis of cognitive maps conducted by
 Halseth and Doddridge (2000) and Lynch's
 (1960) topology of urban elements. A simple
 content count was used to identify the main
 features in the eighty-eight maps drawn
 by the pupils and these are summarized in
 table 5 along with the per capita ratio for
 each school. Edge roads refer to the main
 arterial routes and roads that delineate the

 boundary of the neighbourhood. Nodal roads
 comprise mainly residential streets and areas
 of pedestrian interaction, while functional
 uses refer to homes, schools, shops, youth
 clubs and other significant place identifiers.
 Transport variables include traffic volume,
 speed reduction measures, bus-stops and
 roundabouts, and recreation refers to play
 grounds and public spaces. Personal attributes
 measure references to home, family, friends
 and the spatial relationships between them
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 Table 5. Content analysis of children's maps.

 School A B C D

 Elements Total Ratio Total Ratio Total Ratio Total Ratio

 Edge roads 15  1.25  21  0.68  28  1.67  3  0.17

 Nodal roads  33  2.75  23  0.74  41  1.71  12  0.67

 Functional  31  2.58  65  2.10  61  2.54  32  1.78

 Transport  4  0.33  8  0.26  10  0.42  5  0.28

 Recreation  2  0.16  35  1.13  27  1.13  18  1.00

 Personal  12  1.00  22  0.71  30  1.25  13  0.72

 Obstacles  3  0.25  7  0.23  6  0.25  9  0.50

 Peace walls  0  0  6  0.19  0  0  0  0

 Source: Based on QUB School Survey, 2008.

 and obstacles to hazards affecting their use
 of their neighbourhood. Here, references to
 peace walls were recorded separately.

 The profiles for the two east Belfast
 schools are especially interesting for their
 lack of acknowledgement of the 'other's'
 neighbourhood. The content analysis for
 school A was dominated by infrastructure
 and institutional land uses, and the impact
 of the road network on their use of the built

 environment is especially prominent. Edge

 roads or main arterial routes were identified

 in twenty-five maps and nodal roads thirty
 three times. There were comparatively few
 references to recreational facilities (two) in
 school A. Figure 2 is taken from school B and
 highlights the importance attached to the
 peace line and other physical containments
 such as the 'alley wall' in the Catholic
 enclave. Six pupils identified the interface
 in their map and perhaps due to the level
 of enclosure, much is made of the available

 Figure 2. School B pupil analysis of Peace Wall. (Source: Based on QUB School Survey, 2008)
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 Figure 3. School D pupil
 analysis of urban park
 facility. (Source: Based on
 QUB School Survey, 2008)

 recreation sites within the neighbourhood
 (thirty-five items) even though the area is not
 particularly well served.
 By contrast, pupils in school C in south

 Belfast were most likely to map personal
 attributes such as home, or association with
 friends (thirty) and transport connections
 within the neighbourhood and between
 their area and major service sites (ten).
 Children in this school were able to identify
 more assets and resources, primarily the
 park and the recreational facilities located
 in the three areas of open space (figure 3).
 Similarly, school D was less affected by either
 edge roads (three) or nodal roads (twelve)
 than the other schools. In broad terms,
 schools A and B were more likely to define
 their neighbourhoods by environmental
 constraints and interfacing while schools C
 and D extracted a wider range of affordances

 from their area, reflected in the centrality of
 the park in the image.

 Conclusions

 This paper sought to evaluate ethno-religious
 segregation in Belfast and the theoretical and
 empirical implications of an end to violence
 for post-conflict urban transition. Traditional
 understandings of residential segregation
 have relied heavily on sociological, geo
 graphical and anthropological accounts of
 the internal structuring of social distance,
 fear and a preference for ethnic clustering.
 Much of this work has usefully described:
 the processes of segregation; the impact
 on behaviours and the reproduction of
 sectarian attitudes; and how different groups,
 including children, have been disadvantaged
 by the experiences of enclosure.
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 However, these accounts treat residential

 segregation as internally driven, primarily
 by competition between two largely fixed
 ethno-religious blocs. An end to conflict has
 had a material impact on levels of segregation
 and mixing but they are not uni-directional.
 In Northern Ireland, the peace process
 was accompanied by an intensification of
 segregation in some places and greater
 mixing in others but it is the impact of capital
 and not just identity differences that dictates
 the nature and pace of spatial change. The
 data presented in this paper showed that
 political stability and peace produced inward
 investment and economic growth reflected
 in labour and housing market change. Life
 for young professionals, graduates and the
 children of the middle class is improved
 by better infrastructure, jobs, educational
 circuits, urban assets including parks and
 leisure sites and by greater mobility. In the
 segregated city, communities are increasingly
 disconnected from these opportunities and
 experience deepening levels of poverty and
 sectarian competition.

 This should not suggest that mixed com
 munities are by necessity integrated or
 successful. Indeed, there is a danger that
 commodifying mixed spaces for tourist or
 retail value or selling expensive residential
 (Titanic) 'quarters' will not make for a more
 just or sustainable city. Thus, the presence of
 difference is not sufficient to make integrated
 and interdependent communities and if cities
 such as Belfast have simply displaced one
 form of segregation for another, then the
 success of 'post-conflict' transition will be a
 hollow one.

 Arbaci (2007) pointed out that segregation
 is not inevitable and nor is the neoliberal

 hegemony whose inefficiencies and inequities
 are revealed well beyond Belfast and with
 harsher effects: As her study indicated, less
 divisive spatial outcomes can be steered
 via blending land-use planning, housing
 and welfare instruments. Negotiating with
 developers to produce more sustainable and
 cohesive communities, enforcing affordability

 planning conditions and not rolling over to
 endless commodification and appropriation
 of housing would be a useful start. In
 Britain, there is a strong debate about the
 skills needed to manage ethnic segregation,
 engage children and young people, develop
 inter-cultural practices and to promote mixed
 housing outcomes (ASC, 2007). Responding
 to the race riots in northern cities in 2001

 these point to the need for core competencies
 in understanding and acknowledging con
 flict, dispute resolution and linking anti
 deprivation measures with strategies for cul
 tural inclusion (COMEDIA and ASC, 2006). In
 a pragmatic sense, developing better learning,
 sharing skills and testing what works offers
 a short-term agenda not least for activists
 to demonstrate the potential alternatives to
 inexorable segregation.
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